
The prototyping hardware commu-

nicates with an ECU with FETK

interface in real time via an ES89x

module. This enables modifications

to new software control functions

and allows for immediate validation

of these functions in the vehicle or

on the test bench. Time-critical con-

trol functions require that bypass

signals flow between the proto-

typing hardware and the ECU with

the smallest possible latency. The

FETK interface with the ES89x en-

sures the exchange of a 128-byte

signal circulating from the proto-

typing hardware to the ECU and back

with a latency of less than 100 µs.

Next generation ECU and bus

interface

Thanks to the winning combination

of a high data transfer rate, low

latency, and easy integration into

new ECUs, the FETK interface can

be used almost anywhere. Excellent

cooperation between ETAS and

chip manufacturers, such as Free-

scale, lnfineon, and Renesas, also

makes it possible to adapt the

interface to new microcontrollers.

The FETK hardware offers users the

utmost in operating convenience:

since the Gigabit-Ethernet connec-

tion to the ES89x modules is ge-

neric, the latter can be seamlessly

integrated in all FETK ECU projects

without requiring any further con-

figuration. The new ES89x ECU and

Bus Interface Modules acquire

measurement data from ECUs and

vehicle buses to support the cali-

bration, diagnostics, flash pro-

gramming of ECUs, and proto-

typing of new ECU functions.  

The ES89x enables the user to

directly connect two FETK inter-

faces for these purposes. What is

more, the ES891 and ES892 mod-

ules support XETK and the Ether-

net, FlexRay (ES891), CAN, CAN-FD,

and LIN vehicle buses. They syn-

chronously acquire all incoming

measurement signals with one

microsecond precision.

The ES89x modules are designed

to be mechanically stackable, en-

abling a robust mechanical and

electrical connection between mod-

ules. If a vehicle has more than

two ECUs equipped with FETK

interfaces, multiple ES89x modules

may be combined to synchronize

the data from all connected FETK

or serial interfaces automatically.

Additionally, expansion is not only

possible with ES89x modules but

also with prototyping hardware,

and data loggers that are currently

under development at ETAS. All

members of the new ES800 prod-

uct family will help to secure the

functioning of future electronic

vehicle systems (Figure 1).

Outlook

ETAS’ FETK provides powerful ECU

access, making it a solution that

is equally suitable validating and

calibrating ECUs as it is for devel-

oping prototypes of time-critical

functions of electronic vehicle sys-

tems. Based on this unique com-

bination, a development ECU

featuring an FETK interface pays

off twofold: in calibration and in

prototyping.

In addition, the ES800 product

family will be augmented in the

coming months by powerful and

flexible prototyping hardware and

a comprehensive data logger solu-

tion. The latter will make it possible

to record ECU software variables

and serial data bus signals for

an entire day of testing without

interruption.
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The ES89x ECU and Bus Interface Modules –

open and standards-compliant

■  The new ES89x modules are compatible 

with the existing ETAS product families of

the ES400/ES600 measurement modules,

the XETK ECU interfaces, the ECU and 

bus interface modules of the ES51x/ES52x/

ES59x series, and the prototyping and 

interface modules of the ES9xx series. 

On the basis of Ethernet, custom hardware 

can also be easily integrated with the new 

modules.

■  The ES89x modules offer native support 

for the XCP-on-Ethernet protocol enabling

both ETAS and third-party software appli-

cations to communicate via the standardized

protocol with electronic control units with

FETK or XETK interfaces.

■  Time synchronization that conforms to the 

IEEE1588 standard simplifies the integration

of the ES89x modules in heterogeneous 

test setups and automation solutions by

means of a centralized clock.

■  ETAS provides libraries for the integration 

  of the ES89x modules’ bus interfaces into 

  other tools, such as CANape or VISION.

Efficient Calibration 
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ETAS INCA-FLOW helps users standardize calibration tasks

Calibrating gasoline and diesel engine management systems is a challenging task

that is largely repetitive with regard to specific customer projects. Using INCA-FLOW,

the calibration process can be set up for one ECU variant and then reused for others,

which can significantly increase calibration efficiency. In addition, measurements can

be easily reproduced, leading to clear improvements in calibration quality.

Bosch base calibration with

INCA-FLOW

In the course of the base calibration

of engine management systems

at Robert Bosch GmbH, a Design of

Experiment (DoE) plan is automati-

cally carried out in the vehicle using

INCA-FLOW. 

This is analogous to the procedure

used in engine test beds. The first

step, which is done on a computer,

involves creation of the DoE plan

and measurement configuration in

the tool. In the vehicle, the plan is

then automatically put through its

paces using INCA-FLOW and INCA.

To do this, the user first imports

the files containing the DoE plan

and measurement configurations,

which define parameters such as

the limits for operation and mon-

itoring. During testing, the values

of the observed loads and other

relevant calibration parameters are

then set automatically. At the same

time, INCA-FLOW monitors system

limit values using specific methods.

In this way, each operating point

of the DoE plan is set, stabilized,

and then measured.

Automation is used to check the cali-

bration quality of the volumetric

analysis, fuel pre-control, and torque
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Sample INCA-FLOW sequence.

■ Connection to Excel
  - Read the parameters
  - Read DoE test plan

■ Save path
■ Full control of INCA 
  - Start recording
  - Switch to working page

■ Global monitoring of
  - Exhaust gas temp.
  - Oil temp.
  - Cooling water temp.

■ Governing of
  - Load
  - Engine speed
  - Ignition timing
■ Local temperature 
  monitoring

■ Stop recording data
■ Save measurement
■ Write a logfile
■ Switch to reference page

Configuration Start measurement Monitoring Drive test plan Save measurement
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model in the vehicle. The same pro-

cess is used for calibrating the ex-

haust-gas temperature model and

component protection.

For the last two work packages,

automatic calibration of the ignition

angle is carried out based on each

operating point in the DoE plan.

The same calibration process can

be used for different ECU variants

once the DoE plan and the mea-

surement configuration have been

adapted using the INCA-FLOW

standalone configurator.

INCA-FLOW standalone config-

urator for adapting calibration

processes to different ECU var-

iants

INCA-FLOW’s runtime license

allows scripts generated using

INCA-FLOW Developer to be ex-

ecuted on a standalone basis, in

other words without the developer

license. The standalone config-

urator enables users to configure

independently executable INCA-

FLOW scripts for user-specific

INCA environments.

At the same time, calibration, mea-

surement, and user-defined vari-

ables can be assigned according

to user-specific application cases.

In this way, the calibration pro-

cess algorithm can be retained in-

dependently of specific boundary

conditions, such as different names

for calibration and measurement

variables and/or other values for

specific variables. 

Users of the INCA-FLOW stand-

alone configurator are able to

configure general information such

as project name, process name,

comments, soft and hard bounds,

etc. The “project” uses as default

In the “References” view, users can define “global references” for their 

calibration process based on existing measurement and calibration variables. 

The view shows the name of the global reference and, if available, a definition 

of the variable. The “Original Assignment” column shows the name of the 

measurement and calibration variable based on the existing process, while

the “New Assignment” column allows users to reassign measurement and 

calibration variables. An existing A2L file or an existing LAB file can be used 

for the assignment. The “My” view permits users to define different values 

for certain user-defined variables. 

With the standalone tool, existing configurations can be loaded and modified

configurations can be saved or reset to the old values. The tool allows users 

to use the same process for the calibration of several ECU variants. In this way,

INCA-FLOW facilitates major improvements in the efficiency and quality of 

calibration.

Description Original assignment

APP_Char\ETKC:1

ACCompr_RunMode_Pla...

DrvrInput_Trq_Req

RngMoid_trqLos\ETKC:1

SW_KD_Mode\ETKC:1

Eng_Spd\ETKC:1

Veh_Spd\ETKC:1

New assignmentReference name

ExperimentElement_...

ExperimentElement_...

ExperimentElement_...

ExperimentElement_...

ExperimentElement_KickDown

ExperimentElement_r...

ExperimentElement_...

Configuration

Settings

General

Project

File mapping

References

Measurement

Calibration

My

User_Input elements

Reference name mapping (measurement elements)

Process configuration [C:\ETAS\INCAFLOW\SI\si_config.xml]

Load elements from A2L/Lab file...

OK Exit

the data that was defined in the

project configuration of the ex-

ecuted process. Configurator users

can adapt these settings to their

specific INCA environment.

In addition, interfaces can be as-

signed for the individual measure-

ment and calibration variables of

the calibration process. A mapping

function allows users to change

interface assignments and the

names of variables. 

Outlook 

In the future, INCA-FLOW will also

be used for other calibration tasks

such as knock control, engine

warm-up, lambda closed-loop con-

trol, oxygen probe heating, dew

point threshold, fuel tank venti-

lation, transient compensation,

driving behavior, idle control, and

camshaft control.

Automated base calibration with INCA-FLOW.

Realization

Preparation Drive test plan

Data evaluation

Documentation

INCA + INCA-FLOW

MDF

DoE

LogfileParameterization


